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BACKGROUND 

Videotape has become the state-of-the-art communications tool for 
corporate, industrial, and government agencies. It is superior to conven- 
tional slide or movie film because ther• are no developing costs, playback 
is immediate, tapes are reusable, taping can be accomplished under low 
ambient light, audio can be easily dubbed or recorded, and materials (tapes) are reasonably inexp 
tation agencies are using vi 
trai ni ng programs for empl oy 
operations and experiments, 
for an assessment of the app 
operations has often been vo 

ensive. For these and other reasons, transpor- 
deotape technology more and more to provide 
ees, present research findings, document field 
and as a general communications tool. The need 
ication of this medium to the Department's 

iced by many of the managers and staff. 

Just a few years ago, wide consumer use of videotechnology was experi- 
mental. Production costs were high and quality was low. Playback machines 
were bulky, and portability was questionable. However, rapidly advancing 
technology has resulted in a decline in the cost of equipment as well as 
enhancements to the quality and versatility of both the medium and the 
equipment. Thousands of public agencies and private companies now develop 
myriad videotape programs for various uses. Moreover, as a training tool, 
videotape has become the state-of-the-art for both classroom and field use. 

A 1985 management review of the Information Services Division recom- 
mended that the potential for the use of videotape within the Department be 
explored. Specifically, the report states, "Video would be a mechanism for 
communicating information to the media, the public, and employees. Its 
usage in providing information related to research, training, technology 
transfer, and basic communications would be endless." The report further 
recommended the establishment of a task force to fully evaluate the uses, benefits, and costs associated with video productions. It further specified 
that this task force should include representatives from the Research 
Council, the Information Services Division, and the Personnel Division. 
With the concurrence of the Administration and Finance Research Advisory 
Committee, Mr. Howard Newlon, Director of the Research Council, in his 
memorandum of August 5, 1985, appointed the following employees of the 
Department to be members of the Video Task Group. 
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ryl Jenkins, Public Information Officer, Chairperson 
rey Baird, Administrative Services Officer 
Smoot, Central Offi•ce Training Officer 

lie Heath, Audio Visual Education Specialist 
l Colavita, Senior Management Analyst 
e Bowyer, Information Director 
d Altizer, Salem Resident Engineer 
id Gehr, Director of Operations 
da South, Public Affairs Manager 
Hall, Salem District Training Officer 

Jon DuFresne, Culpeper District Traffic Engineer 
Jim Melone, Equipment Engineer 
Mike Perfater, Research Scientist, Executive Secretary 

In addition, the following representatives from various state and federal 
agencies were appointed. 

Tony Solury, FHWA, Division Planning & Research Engineer 
Mickey Hendricks, Director of Telecommunications, University of 

Virginia 
Lou Hinshelwood, Audio Visual Specialist, Division of Game and 

Fisheries 
Inland 

With the resignation of Cheryl Jenkins, former chairperson of the group, 
Mr. Newlon appointed Jim Melone as chairman. 

The Department is currently ill-equipped to do little more than show 
existing prerecorded videotape programs in the 3/4" format. At the outset 
of the study, there were five videotape cameras and 1/2" recorders scattered 
among a few districts and the Central Office. Each district office also 
contained a 3/4" videotape player/recorder and a 19" monitor. These units 
were purchased more than five years ago and have limited capabilities. 
Recently, all District Traffic Engineers were equipped with 1/2" camcorders 
to aid in the retrieval of traffic data. This purchase was coordinated by 
the Video Task Group and was financed with a Division of Motor Vehicles 
safety grant. The purchase was coincidental to the task group's evaluation 
of how the five-year old equipment was being used and an assessment of what 
the Department's capabilities should be with respect to video technology. 
This report presents the results of that evaluation and assessment. 

PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

The primary purpose of the study was to determine the uses for, 
benefits of, and costs associated with videotape productions in the daily 
operations of the Virginia Department of Transportation. The entire effort 
was coordinated by the aforementioned interagency task group. That group 
established the following as its objectives. 

I A determination of the appl ication the Department now has or wil 
have in the future for video technology in its daily operations. 



2. An itemization of the specific equipment required to achieve the 
application determined in item I. 

3. An estimation of the cost. of the equipment determined in item 2, 
and a recommended program for the purchase of this equipment. 

4. A determination of the cost effectiveness of video technology to 
the Department. 

5. A determination of the human resource needs and skills required 
to operate the equipment. 

6. The development of an operation and control methodology for the 
video system if purchased. 

The study was initiated in August 1985, and the task group ended its 
deliberations in December 1986. 

METHODOLOGY 

The task group utilized various approaches to obtain the information 
and data necessary to fulfill the objectives of the study. The group was 
broken down into three subcommittees to explore three specific areas. 
Specifically, The Training & Information Subcommittee was charged with 
ascertaining how videotape could be used in the Department's information 
dissemination and training efforts; the Needs Subcommittee was assigned to 
determine the video needs and uses of the residencies, district offices, 
and Central Office Divisions. The Equipment Subcommittee was assigned to 
evaluate equipment specifications and to attempt to match specific equipment 
to the Department's needs. 

Each Central Office Division and District Office was requested to 
submit ideas as to how it could use videotape technology in its daily 
operations and the benefits that would accrue from that use. Each unit was 
also asked to list and provide justification for video equipment needs by 
quantity, type, and anticipated uses. The Equipment Subcommittee was the 
recipient of this latter information along with that received from video 
vendors. Several vendors were visited so that equipment could be observed 
in service; many others were contacted by mail and telephone to obtain 
information regarding the serviceability, versatility, and performance of 
various pieces of video equipment. 

At the suggestion of one of the members of the task group, the Research 
Council conducted an investigation of how video technology is being used in 
the transportation industry nationwide. This study included a search of 
the literature available on the subject as well as a survey of each of the 
nation's state transportation agencies. The report from that study has 
been published and is entitled "An Investigation of the Uses of Videotape 
in Transportation Operations." It contains an overview of the various ways 
videotape is being used in 41 transportation agencies as well as an annotated 
bibliography of publications on videotape applications. 



The task group reviewed videotapes representative of various transpor- 
tation applications that were received both from vendors and other transpor- 
tation agencies. Other state agencies currently utilizing video technology 
were also contacted and asked to supply information regarding equipment, 
personnel needs, and videotape applications. 

During the study, the task group met six times to discuss, disseminate, 
and synthesize the accumulated information. In addition, several supple- 
mental meetings were held by the task group subcommittees. This report is 
divided into two sections: (1) a synopsis of the benefits of and uses for 
videotape in the Department and (2) a review of equipment needs, associated 
costs, equipment assignment, and personnel needs. This latter section also 
includes subsections on editing, equipment delivery, follow up, and training. 

POTENTIAL USES FOR AND BENEFITS OF VIDEOTAPE TECHNOLOGY 

In order to determine the potential uses for videotape technology 
throughout the Department, each task group member was requested to contact 
a specified group of Central Office divisions or district field units to 
ascertain the anticipated video needs of each. Representatives from those 
units wc.•e asked to supply both current and anticipated uses for videotape 
along with a statement as to how these uses would benefit the Department. 
To gain management perspective, each district engineer and division adminis- 
trator was asked to submit similar information. Input was received from 
all divisions, all district offices, and several residency offices. 

As expected, the information received showed that the applications for 
videotape in the Department's operations are endless. First and foremost, 
videotape appears to have limitless application in the training area. 
How-to programs exist by the hundreds, and the Department could produce 
hundreds more for its own uses. Taped materials could be prepared to 
explain how to repair, operate, and maintain various pieces of Department- 
owned equipment; how to perform various maintenance and materials test 
activities; and how to handle hazardous waste materials clean up, bridge 
erection, the application of pesticides, and other similar activities. 
Instructional materials could be prepared on bridge and road construction 
procedures, safety programs, good housekeeping programs, inspection proce- 
dures, and certification programs. In addition, technical presentations 
and portions of seminars, workshops, and meetings can be taped and used for 
instructional purposes. These videotapes would be used by individuals or 
small groups of employees prior to the initiation of certain tasks to 
enhance their knowledge, skills, and abilities. 

The availability of equipment through the Department to produce and 
play back videotape would enable employees who were unable to attend 
certain meetings or group discussions to avail themselves of the informa- 
tion. Secondary benefits that would accrue to the Department, aside from 
the learning experience, would be a reduction in employee time away from 
the job as well as avoidance of the travel costs to attend the sessions. 
Even though it is often impossible to draw individuals from all parts of 
the Commonwealth to view a demonstration of equipment in operation or 
materials being used on a project, videotapes would make these operations 



and materials accessible to scores of Department personnel without the need 
for them to travel. 

There is also a great deal of interest among certain Department staff 
and FHWA Division Office representatives in the benefits that can be 
realized from videologging some or all of Virginia's highway systems. 
Videologging is simply a method for making videotape recordings of a 
highway corridor. 
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computerized inventories. It is the feeling of the task group that video- 
logging should be explored further by the Department. Neither a discussion 
or or evaluation of the specialized equipment necessary to produce videologs 
is included in this report; that evaluation should be a part of a further 
exploration of the tec.hnique. 
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It is in the area of public relations that video technology can 
probably offer the greatest benefit to the Department. The medium provides 
an excellent means for providing news releases, public service announcements, 
and other types of informative programs about the Department's activities 
to the public. Furthermore, videotape could be used by the Commissioner 
and senior staff to advise, instruct, demonstrate, and present major issues 
to various groups of the Department's personnel statewide. Employee 



briefings, orientation, and other personnel programs could be shown to the 
staff on videotape. Videotape programs could be produced for governing 
bodies and public groups throughout the Commonwealth. The medium could 
also be used both as an enhancement to presentations made at public hearings 
and to record these proceedings. 

Finally, there is the question of savings in expenditures. The task 
group has estimated that the annual potential savings that can be realized 
as a result of the Department's extensive use of videotape technology could 
be as much as $357,000. These savings will be accrued through the elimina- 
tion of scores of tripsby field and Central Office staff to review on-site 
problems. Savings will also result from the elimination of the need to 
transport groups of employees long distances for training purposes. 
Mileage, labor, and room and board expenditures can thus be reduced, not to 
mention the savings that might result from the improved knowledge, skills, 
and abilities of those employees receiving training at their work site. 

In summary, videotape is viewed by Department managers and staff as a 
tool they can use to become more efficient and productive. Its uses and 
benefits to our Department are endless. It is a viable means of distribut- 
ing all kinds of information to users both inside anct outside the Department, 
and it offers a cost-effective means for documenting the Department's 
activities, prc•,iding training, and communicating with the public. 

VIDEO PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT ASSESSMENT 

General Dis.cussion of Equipment 

The Equipment Subcommittee assigned to review equipment needs made use 

of several resources in its review. Vital information was gleaned from the 
knowledge and experiences of the subcommittee members themselves. Calls 
and visits were made to manufacturers and dealer representatives to obtain 
literature and technical information. The subcommittee attended several 
hands-on demonstrations by video equipment vendors. These demonstrations 
included all components the subcommittee felt would be essential to a total 
video system. 

The subcommittee first addressed the question of what the equipment 
needed to do. A basic video recording systems consists of (1) a video 
camera, (2) a video recorder, (3) a video playback unit, and (4) a monitor/ 
receiver/television. Items 2 and 3 are generally combined to become a 
video player/recorder. A review of information received from the district 
and residency offices revealed that there is a need for these components 
throughout the Department. The committee evaluated several alternative 
configurations and determined that a compact, portable, lightweight record- 
ing system would best serve the purpose of the Department. A 1/2" VHS 
combination .camera and recorder, called the camcorder will serve these 
functions well. These units equipped with a quality lens, automatic focus, 
zoom, microphone, battery power system, and tripod will accomplish most of 
the recording and documentation needs of both the field and Central Office 
staff. 



A camera superior to that of the camcorder will be necessary for 
preparing broadcast quality tape for distribution to television stations, 
for use in preparing training programs, and for other needs requiring 
multiple copying. The subcommittee evaluated two videotape formats that 
can be used for this type of service the 1/2" Betacam format and the 
3/4" Umatic format. The quality of the Betacam format exceeds that of the 
3/4" Umatic, but the expense of the Betacam format, in the opinion of the 
subcommittee, far outweighs this difference. An editing system to accommo- 
date the Betacam format would be more than twice that for the 3/4" system, 
not to mention the substantial difference in the cost of cameras and 
recorders of the former over the latter. The Department should procure a 
quantity of industrial grade three-tube color cameras equipped with a 
quality lens, battery power system and tripod with fluid head and dolly. 
Each camera should also be equipped with a 3/4" portable video cassette 
recorder. It should be emphasized that the three-tube cameras and 3/4" 
portable videocassette recorder would be used primarily for productions for 
broadcast and external consumption, and should not be thought of as being 
at all similar to the camcorders discussed in the preceding paragraph. 

The third component of the video system is the monitor or receiver or 
television screen on which programs are viewed. Presently, each district 
office contains a 19" monitor. Based on input from the field, the equip- 
ment subcommittee feels monitors are also necessary in the residency 
offices. The video industry produces a combination videocassette player/ 
receiver monitor that should serve this purpose well. The unit is fairly 
portable and could be easily transported from the residency to the district 
offices and vice versa, from residency offices to the smaller field units, 
and between divisions within the Central Office. A quantity of these units 
should also be distributed among certain Central Office Divisions. They 
have a 13" screen and are thus quite suitable for viewing by I to I0 
persons. A larger screen is not available in a unit of this type. The 
task group was alerted to the fact that at the residency level, there will 
be occasions when more than I0 persons will assemble to view a particular 
videotape program; consequently, a 13" screen will not be sufficient for 
these applications. If this tends to be a frequent occurrence, one of the 
following options could be exercised- either programs could be shown twice 
to two separate groups, or a 19" monitor that would piggyback onto the 
combination units could be purchased for each residency office. The 
Follow-Up Committee (see recommendation 6) will monitor these occurrences 
and make appropriate recommendations in its report. 

At times, videotaped programs will need to be viewed by larger audiences. 
The subcommittee evaluated the need for a video projection system for this 
purpose. This system projects the videotape image on a 72" diagonal 
screen, which can be viewed by 50 or more persons in a semi-darkened room. 
The system is portable and can be mounted in the ceiling, or on a table, or 
it can be used for rear projection. The subcommittee reported that such a 
system would be most useful and should be installed in all of the Depart- 
ment's auditoriums. 

It was the goal of the equipment subcommittee to determine what 
equipment was necessary for all units of the Department to be able to use 
videotape to some degree. In addition to those items discussed in the 
preceding paragraphs, the subcommittee reported that each district should 



be equipped with a 1/2" VHS videocassette recorder to enable staff to 
playback prerecorded videotapes. It also recommended that the Central 
Office third-floor conference room be equipped so that both 3/4" and 1/2" 
videotapes can be viewed. Finally, it recommended that the state aircraft 
be equipped with a camera, recorder, monitor, and a special stabilizing 
lens to enable it to shoot videotape footage from the air. 

The procurement of various quantities of the aforementioned items will 
equip the Department's staff with the basic portable and stationary video 
components necessary to produce quality programs for field and in-house 
use. It will allow programs to be viewed by I to 150 persons at a time, 
and will equip the Department to produce broadcast quality programs for 
public consumption. All in all, it will provide the Department with video 
versatility in that the system, will have virtually no limitations. The 
video task group therefore feels the following items should comprise the 
video production system for the entire Department. 

Portable 1/2" VHS Camcorders with tripod 
Portable i.ntegrated 13" combination color monitor/VCR 
1/2" VHS Player/recorder 
3/4" VHS player/recorder 
Video projection system 
Monitors 7" 19" 25" 
Camera system- 3 tube, 3/4" 
Portable 3/4" videocassette recorder 
Tripod with fluid head 
Gyroscopic stabilizing camera lens 
Editing system for 1/2" and 3/4" videotape 

Quan.tit} ,, Assignment, and Cost 

Tables 1 and 2 provide a summary of the suggested locations and costs 
of various quantities of the equipment that is to comprise the Department's 
video system. This array was derived from the justifications received from 
the Department's managers and staff as well as information obtained from 
video vendors. The task group oi•fers the configuration contained in the 
tables for consideration. These tables differ only in the type of editing 
systems proposed. Table I calls for an SP editing system and Table 2 
proposes an industrial editing system. A brief discussion of the justifica- 
tion for both configurations follows. 



Table 1 

Proposed Video Equipment, Quantity, Assignment and Cost 
SP System 

CODE NO. II DESCRIPTION UNIT COST 

[i] llCamcorder I/2' UHS v/ tripod,microphone & battery $1,600.00 
[2] llCombination player viever i/2' UHS UCR v/ 13' monitor $I,I00.00 
[3] III/2' UHS video cassette player recorder $I,000.00 
[4] 113/4' UHS video cassette player recorder $2,000.00 
[5] llUideo projection s•stem $4,500.00 
[6] 11•9' color monitor $0.00 
[?] 1125' color monitor $?00.00 
[8) llCamera system 3 tube v/ tripod and fluid head $8,900.00 
{9] IIEditin9 system for I/2' and 3/4' video programs (SP format) $135,000.00 
[I0) llEnclo•r• for pla•er viever $500.00 
[II] I13/4' portable UHS •ideo cassette player recorder 
[13{ II?' color monitor $200.00 
[14] IIG•roscopic stabilizing lens $12,000.00 

DIST./DIU. II [111{2]1[31#[4]1[51l[611[?]1[81#[9] I[101 I[111 i[13I )[141#l Totals 

Districts 
Residencies 
Administrative Services 
Bridge 
Budget 
Construction 
Environmental 
Equipment 
Fiscal 
Traffic En9ineerin9 
Public •ffairs •.U. Sect 
Information Systems 
Internal Rudit 
Location & Desi.gn 
•aint•nanc• 
Henag•m@nt Services 
Materials 
Personnel [training] 
P•oqrammin9 & Scheduling 
Rail & Public Trans, 
Research Council 
Right of WaX 
Secondary Roads 
Rich, Petersburg Tpk, 
Transportation Planning 
Urban 
Conference Roo• 3rd. f]. 
Personnel (benefits) 
Ruditorium (C, 0.) 
Rirpiane 
Tunnel • Toll Suffolk 

IB IIB 
45 

II 

III 

iI 

ii 
ii 
ii 
III 
211 

Ill 
II 

II 
II 

III 
II 

II 

ii 

910 

Totals 119 180 124 112 0 3 2 

$92,?00.00 
$49,500.00 

$0.00 
$I,I00.00 

$0.00 
$I,i00.00 

$0.00 
$4,900.00 

$0.00 
$I,I00.00 

$160,I00.00 
$0.00 
$0.00 

$I,i00.00 
$I,i00.00 
$I,I00.00 
$4,900.00 

$17,300.00 
$0.00 
$0.00 

$8,200.00 
$1,100.00 

$0.00 
$2,?00.00 
$I,100.00 

$0.00 
$5,300.00 
$1,100.00 
$5,500.00 

$15,850.00 
$i,i00.00 

3:1 3 

NOTE: Public Affairs e•uipment includes industrial cameras and SP format editin9 system 



Table 2 

ProposedVideo Equipment, Quantity, Assignment and Cost 
Industrial System 

CODE NO. II DESCRIPTION UNIT COST 

[I) llCamcorder I/2' UHS •/tripod,microphone & battery $I,600.00 
[2) l(Combinalion plaler viever I/2' UHS UCR •/ 13' monitor $I,I00.00 
[3] lit/2' UHS video cassette plaler recorder $I,000.00 
{4) 113/4' UHS video casseiI+ pla•+r recorder $2,000.00 
{•) llUideo project(on •+tem $4,•00.00 
{G) 1119' color monitor $0.00 
[?) I12+' color mon(tor $?00.00 
[8) llCamera slsiem 3 tube +/ tripod and fluid head $8,900.00 

[I0] llEnclosure for pla?er viever $500.00 
[II) I13/4' portable UHS video ca•li• pla?er recorder 
[13[ If?' color monitor $200.00 
[14) llGlro•copic stabil)zin9 lens $12,000.00 

DIST./D•U. )) 

Districi• 9 IB IB 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 $92,?00.00 
Residencies 45 $49,500.00 
Administrative Services $0.00 
BridSe $I,i00.00 
Budset $0.00 
Construction $I,i00.00 
Environmental $0.00 
Equipment $4,900.00 
Fiscal $0.00 
Traffic Engineerin9 $1,100.00 
Public •ffairs •.U. Sect 2 2 0 0 $136,100.00 
In•ermation S•siems $0.00 
Internal Rudit $0.00 
Location & Design $1,100.00 
Maintenance $1,100.00 
Management Services $1,100.00 
Materials $4,900.00 
Personnel {training] & 2 $17,300.00 
Pro9rammin9 & Schedulin9 $0.00 
Rail & Public Trans. $0.00 
Research Council $8,200.00 
Right of •a• $i,I00.00 
Secondary Roads $0.00 
Rich. Pelersbur9 Tpk. $2,?00.00 
Transportaii•n Plannin9 $I,I00.00 
Urban $0.00 
Conference Ro•m 3rd. fl. 
Personnel (benefits) $I,I00.00 
•uditorium (C. 0.) $•,•00.00 
Rirpiane 
Tunnel & Toll Suffolk $I,i00.00 

Tolals 19 80 24 12 0 3 2 

NOTE' Public Flffairs e(luipmeni includes industrial cameras and industrial format editin9 system 

10 



Equipment Justification 

(I) Camcorders: Nineteen portable 1/2" camcorders with accessories 
t'O include battery pack, microphone, and tripod should be assigned 
as follows: one per district office, one to the Richmond- 
Petersburg Turnpike facilities, one each to the Equipment, 
Materia 
Personn 
conside 
Divisio 
been pl 
the dis 

Is, and Research Divisions and six to the Central Office 
el and Training Section. These six camcorders would be 
red "pool cameras" to be used by all Central Office 
ns. It should be noted that one camcorder has already 
aced in each of the nine district offices and assigned to 
trict traffic engineers. 

(2) Combination monitor/VCRs: Because of their portability, these 
units will be quite useful to the field as well as the Central 
Office Divisions for the viewing of videotape programs by from I 
to I0 individuals. It is recommended that two units be placed in 
each district, one in each residency, and the remainder in the 
locations specified in Tables I and 2. 

(3) 1/2" VHS videocassette plaxer/recorder- Since most videotape 
programs received by the Department will be on 1/2" videotape and 
since the cameras recommended for use in the field will produce 
1/2" videotapes, it is recommended that each district office, the 
outlying divisions (Materials, Equipment and Research), the 
Central Office auditorium and the third-floor conference room be 
equipped with 1/2" videotape machines. In the district offices 
and at the Research Council, this unit will be the one used to 
operate the video projection system discussed in item 5. 

(4) 3/4" Videocassette player/recorder" According to information 
received by the task group, all districts, outlying divisions, 
and the personnel and training sections contain units which 
enable them to view programs received on 3/4" tape. Since this 
format is currently in place throughout the Department, and since 
many prerecorded programs are received on 3/4" videotapes, it is 
recommended that the 3rd floor conference room be equipped with a 
3/4" videotape player/recorder. 

(5) Video p.rojec.t.i.on system" It is recommended that a video projec- 
tion system be installed in each district office auditorium, the 
Rese 
Thes 
prog 
proj 
sect 
to 
othe 

arch Council auditorium, and the Central Office auditorium. 
e units will enable groups of 50 or more to view videotape 
rams. It is also recommended that an additional video 
ection system be located in the personnel and training 
ion to enable the staff to present the Department's programs 
arge groups in other facilities, such as hotels, schools, and 
r agencies. 

(6) 25" Color monitors" To enable groups of 15 to 30 individuals to 
view videotape programs, it is recommended that the Equipment and 
Materials Divisions each receive a 25" monitor. It is also 
recommended that a 25" monitor be placed in the 3rd floor confer- 
ence room. 
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(7) Three-tube video camera: There is a need for two three-tube 
camera system's t'o enable the Department to produce videotape 
programs of broadcast quality. These systems should include all 
lenses, battery equipment, chargers, and tripods with fluid heads 
and dollys, and should be assigned to the Audiovisual Services 
Section of the Public Affairs Office. The three-tube camera will 
also be used by the Location and Design Division for shooting 
from the state aircraft. 

(8) Editing .s•,stem for 1/2" and 3/4" videotape programs" See section 
•n post production. This equipment should be' assigned to the 
Audiovisual Services Section of the Public Affairs Office. 

(9) Enclosures for VCRs and 25" monitor: These enclosures are necessary t'o" house t'he vid'eocassette recorders and 25" monitors, 
which will be located in the Equipment and Materials Divisions 
and the Central Office 3rd Floor conference room. 

(10) Portable 3/4" videocassette recorder: These recorders are 
necessary for use with the three-tube video cameras discussed in 
item 7 above. It is recommended that three units be purchased. 
Two should be located in the Audio Visual Services Section and 
one should be permanently mounted in the stateaircraft. 

(11&12) 7" Color monitor and •,roscopic stabilizing lens" These items 
wil'l be used primarily in the state ai'rcraft. The 7" monitor 
will allow the camera operator to view footage both during and 
immediately after it is shot. The gyroscopic lens is necessary 
to remove the motion generated by the airplane. If this lens is 
not used, much of the videotape footage will not be usable. It 
should also be noted that this lens/camera configuration will 
also be useful in eliminating the motion generated on videotape 
shot from a moving vehicle. 

Post Production Equipment The Editin• Suite 

The edit system is essential to enabling the Department to produce 
quality videotape programs. Such programs might include informative 
programs for public consumption, videotape programs for internal use, and 
training programs. Videotape is a powerful communications tool that needs 
a good edit system to be effective. We are accustomed to good video 
programs because we have watched television for over 30 years. Thus, in 
order for a videotape program to be effective, it must meet the standards 
of the typical television viewer. Videotape programs will not capture 
viewer attention if they are lower in production quality than television 
programming. Capturing and maintaining the viewer's attention is the 
measure of success of any videotape program. The goal, then, of videotaped 
programs is communication and the key to good video communication is 
professional broadcast quality editing equipment. The task group feels it 
is essential that the Department purchase an edit system capable of produc- 
ing a broadcast quality signal that meets FCC standards. This is necessary 
if a television station is expected to use the material. Two alternative 
editing configurations are presented in Table 3. The task group members 
had the opportunity, to compare the two formats. The "SP" broadcast editing 
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system is of superior quality but is 20% higher in cost than the industrial 
editing system. Although the task group feels either system will provide 
the Department with top-notch video editing capability, the quality of the 
SP system is sufficiently greater than the industrial system to warrant the 
purchase of the former over the latter. It should be pointed out that the 
cost differential is approximately 7% of the total proposed system cost. 

Table 3 

Alternative Editing Configurations 

Broadcast Edit S•,stem Indust.r..ial Edi t.. System 

SP videotape recorders 
VTR edit control let 
Video monitoring equipment 
Character Generator 
Audio equipment 
Sync System 
Audio distribution 
Console and Racks 

Industrial videotape recorders 
VTR edit controller 
Video monitoring equipment 
Character Generator 
Audio equipment 
Sync System 
Audio distribution 
Console and Racks 

Approximate cost $135,000.00 Approximate Cost $111,000.00 

One alternative to the purchase of editing equipment is the use of 
existing editing systems throughout the Commonwealth on a borrow or rent 
basis. The task group feels this alternative is not advisable for several 
reasons. First, on the average, it takes an experienced video editor 
approximately one hour to edit one minute of videotape. Thus, a 30-minute 
training program could take over 30 hours to edit. Agencies containing 
editing systems are generally unwilling to supply this amount of time for 
an outside agency to use its equipment. An agency possessing in-house 
editing capability is generally kept busy by its own internal requests, 
thus outside work will be given low priority. Also, each video edit system 
is unique, so that compatibility between needs and capabilities can be a 
problem. Finally, experience has shown which agencies which are edit 
capable are generally not willing to tie up their personnel to do the work 
of another agency. Consequently, the task group strongly feels the purchase 
of an editing system is warranted. 

Cost 

It is estimated that the equipment discussed in the preceding section 
can be procured for between $354,000 and $378,000, depending on which 
editing system is purchased. The administrative-unit cost, exclusive of 
the editing system, is shown in Table 4. The district average includes the 
45 combination VCR/monitor units that are to be placed in the residencies. 
It should be mentioned that the average division expenditure does not 
include that earmarked to equip the state aircraft nor that for public 
affairs, which is to include the broadcast quality cameras and the edit 
system. It should also be noted that the six camcorders allotted to the 
Personnel and Training section are to be available for use by all divisions. 
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Table 4 

Average Video Equi pment Expenditure by 
Administrative Unit 

Unit Average Expendi ture 

District $15,800" 
Residency 1,100 
Division 2,668 
Conference & Audi tori um 5,400 

*includes residency equipment 

Fi nanci ng the Video S•vs.tem 
The task group recognizes that there are certain financial factors 

that must be addressed should this project be approved as recommended. 
following proposals for procurement are therefore offered. 

The 

Purchase Option A 

This option calls for the purchase of the entire system, includ 
editing equipment, simultaneously. As mentioned earlier, this expen 
will depend on which editing system is purchased. Simultaneous purc 
would assure equipment commonality, uniformity, and interface capabi 
The potential for securing a maintenance contract would also be enha 
In addition, the fact that fewer manufacturer and dealer representat 
might be involved with this type of purchase plan may result in fewe 
technical questions, a greater understanding of the capabilities and 
technical aspects of the system, and closer interaction with the sup 

i ng the 
diture 
hase 
lity. 
nced. 
ives 
r 

plier. 

Purchase Option B 

Should funding not be available to purchase all of the equipment at 
once the task group suggests that all components exclusive of the editing 
system be purchased first. This expenditure would be approximately $243,000. 
Once this equipment is in place and operating smoothly, the procurement and 
installation of the editing system should follow. The cost of the editing 
system will be $III,000 to $135,000. 

From the task group's perspective, it appears that either of the above 
purchase options is workable. However, if funding is available to procure 
the entire system simultaneously, the task group strongly recommends 
purchase option A. 

Procurement Procedures 

Approval of this project will require that a committee be appointed to 
develop specifications for the purchase of each item. These specifications 
must assure that the components of the video system interface with one 
another. It should be pointed out that although many of the video equip- 
ment items are on contract, purchase on one procurement order will help 
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assure the compatibility of all components. Accordingly, the task group 
recommends that the aforementioned Subcommittee on Equipment be assigned 
this responsibility. The members of the subcommittee are Aubrey Baird, 
Ms. Lou Hinshelwood, W. T. Heath, Jr., Jim Melone and Mike Perfater. 

It is recommended that 
district and residency offic 
to the Central Office traini 
two- or three-day training s 
qualified video professional 

all equipment purchased for assignment to the 
es and the Central Office divisions be shipped 
ng section. The procurement should include a 
ession provided by the supplier(s) or other 
s to be administered to the district and 

Central Office Training Officers. It should then be the responsibility of 
the Training Officers to train all Department staff in the care and use of 
the video equipment. It is further suggested that district and Central 
Office training staff be responsible for recording the location of all 
components of the system and maintaining records of equipment use. 

Personnel and Staffing 

The video task group is fully confident that most of the video equip- 
ment requested for general use within the Department's Central and field 

be easily operable by most staff once they are trained in its 
mportant, however, that a specially trained staff be employed 

offices will 
use. It is i 
to operate th 
three potenti 
i zed componen 
A director mu 
He/she must b 
assemble the 
with the scri 
narration to 

e broadcast qu 
al areas of ex 
ts: (1) direc 
st be able to 
e able to coor 
necessary equi 
pt. The re wil 
accompany vide 

ality cameras and the editing system. There are 
pertise in the operation of these more special- 
tot, (2) script writer, and (3) editor assembler. 
visualize a program before production begins. 
dinate the behind-the-scenes production staff, 
pment, and direct the characters in conjunction 

also be a need for a script writer to prepare 
otape programs. The task group feels this 

employee may be available within the Department. For complex situations, 
such as a specialized training tape, the Department might choose to employ 
script writers on a case-by-case basis. An editor assembler will be 
requ i red 
requires 
Iikely h 
quite po 
accompl i 
talent t 
future o 
abilitie 
The task 
securing 

to operate the editing pro 
specialized talent, the ta 

ave to procure this individ 
ssible that all three of th 
shed by the same individual 
hat is essential, not neces 
f the production unit will 

duction suite. Since this activity 
sk group feels the Department will 
ual from.the outside job market. It is 
e aforementioned functions could be 

It should be stressed that it is the 
sarily numbers of individuals. The 
depend upon the knowledge, skills, and 

s of the individuals possessing these three areas of expertise. 
group is willing to work with the Public Affairs Division in 
and developing employees to carry out these tasks. 
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Follow Up 

The task group believes a committee should be established to track the 
usage and assignment of the recommended video equipment array. It is 
suggested that this committee be comprised of Jim Melone, Mike Perfater, 
W. T. Heath, Ann Smoot, and two district training officers. It will be the 
responsibility of this committee to point out shortcomings, misappropria- 
tions, additional equipment needs, and any successes or failures that may 
occur. The committee should submit a written report on the status of the 
Department's video operations 12 months after the equipment is "up and 
running" To aid in the accomplishment of this objective, the district 
training officers and the Central Office Training Section must maintain 
operation records for all units of equipment and record or document any 
comments or suggestions made for improving the operation of the entire 
system or any component of it. 

L..ocation of Videotape. L.ibrar•, and Sup.plies 

It is essential that the Department establish a videotape library to 
house copies of those videotapes produced for the pu61ic and Department- 
wide consumption. The library should be maintained by the Public Affairs 
Division. A duplicate set of videotapes should be located at the Vi•.•inia 
Transportation Research Council's Rural Transportation Assistance Program 
Center in Charlottesville. Also, it is recommended that all supplies and 
accessories including blank tapes, lighting, batteries, labels, etc., be 
purchased by the Department's Administrative Services Division. These 
supplies should be distributed to each district headquarters stockroom. 

SUMMATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The task group on videotechnology has endeavored to present a detailed 
overview of its investigation of the potential uses of videotape in the 
Department's operations. This report outlines how the task group went 
about completing its assignment and what the results were. It is the 
belief of the entire group that the Department needs to become video-capable" 
the uses for videotape programs both within and outside the Department are 
limitless. The benefits far outweigh the costs in the long term. During 
its endeavors to assess the uses and benefits of videotechnology in the 
Department's operations, the task group learned that this sentiment is also 
shared by a large majority of managers and professional, technical, and 
secretarial staff in the field and in the Central Office. The predominant 
staff response regarding the procurement of video equipment was not an "if" 
but a "when." It is the judgment of the task group that the "when" is now. 
Therefore, based on the findings presented in this report, the task group 
offers the following recommendations. 

1. It is recommended that the video equipment listed in Table 1 of this 
report employing Purchase Option A be procured by the Department and 
placed in the respective locations designated. In the event that it 
is determined that the purchase be staged, it is recommended that 
purchase option B be exercised, which specifies that all components 
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exclusive of the editing system be purchased first followed by purchase 
of the editing system. 

2. It is recommended that the equipment that is purchased be the respon- 
sibility of the following Department staff. All equipment located in 
the Central Office shall be the responsibility of the Training Section 
with the exception of the editing equipment, which should be the 
responsibility of the Audiovisual Section of the Public Affairs 
Division. All production for public and media consumption should be 
the responsibility of the Audiovisual Services Section of the Public 
Affairs Division. All video equipment located in the districts should 
be the responsibility of the district training officers with the 
exception of the camcorders assigned to each district traffic engineer. 
Video equipment located at the Research Council should be the respon- 
sibility of the audiovisual section there. 

3. It is recommended that a committee be established to write the speci- 
fications for the equipment recommended for purchase in Item I. This 
committee ,should include, but not be limited to, the following members 
of Task Group's Equipment Subcommittee: Aubrey Baird, Lou Hinshelwood, 
W. T. Heath, Jr., Jim Melone, and Mike Perfater. 

4. It is recommended that all videotape equipment purchased be received 
in the Central Office, and that vendor training in the use of said 
equipment be administered to the district and Central Office training 
staff as well as specific staff from the Audiovisual Services Section 
of the Public Affairs Division. The Training Staff will then be 
responsible for the training of other Department staff in the use of 
all equipment exclusive of that procured for editing purposes. It is 
further suggested that the district and Central Office Training staff 
also be responsible for recording the location of all components of 
the system and maintaining records of its use. 

5. It is recommended that the Department obtain the expertise of a 
director, script writer, and editor assembler to oversee and operate 
the video editing suite for the Public Affairs Division. Although it 
is felt that script writer talent may be available within the Depart- 
ment, the director and the editor assembler talent may have to be 
procured from the outside job market. It is probable that two or 
three of these functions could be accomplished by the same individual. 
It should be stressed that it is talent that is essential. 

6. It is recommended that a follow-up committee be established to track 
the usage, successes, failures, etc., of the video equipment. This 
committee should be comprised of Jim Melone, Mike Perfater, 
W. T. Heath, Jr., Ann Smoot and two district training officers. It 
should have a life of 12 to 18 months and should be responsible for 
pointing out shortcomings, misappropriations, the need additional 
equipment, and successes or failures that occur. The committee should 
present a written report on the status of the Department's video 
operations one year after the system is "up and running." 

7. It is recommended that the Department establish a videotape library to 
house copies of videotaped programs produced for public and 
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interdepartmental consumption. It is envisioned that this library 
will contain both copies of tapes produced in-house and those received 
from other sources. It is suggested that this library be maintained 
by the Public Affairs Division. A duplicate set of videotapes should 
be located in the Virginia Transportation Research Council's Rural 
Transportation Assistance Program Center. 

It is recommended that all supplies and accessories, including blank 
videotapes, lighting, labels, blank audiotapes, containers, batteries, 
and the like be purchased by the department's Administrative Services 
Division. These supplies should then be distributed to each district 
headquarters stockroom. 

It is recommended that the Department investigate videologging. This 
investigation should include an examination of th.e uses and benefits 
of videologging as well as an evaluation of the equipment necessary to 
produce videologs. 
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